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SECTION I

PURPOSE

This program is intended to study the feasibility of high;.dielectric-

constant materials as resonators in microwave filters, and to obtain de-

sig4- h-forniation for such filters. Resonator materials shall be selected

that have loss tangents capable of yielding unloaded 0 values comparable

to that of waveguide cavities. the A fterials shall have dielcctric con-

stants of at least 75 in order that substantial size reductions can he

achieved compared to the dimensions of waveguiCe filters having the

same electrical performance.
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SECTION I1

ABSTRaCCT

An analysis is given of the coupling coefficient between dielectric-

disk resonators arranged axialy along the center line of a rectangular

metal tube below cutoff. As in the case of the transvorse orientation of

disk axes treated in the Second I T" 1rd Quarterly Reports, a formula

is obtained that is reasonably convenient for cornfputation. The formula

includes terms for all of the modes excited by the resonators.

In the axial orientation case, -. e TE 1 0 and TE 0 1 modes do not

contribute to coupling unless the disks ar -U;ned. The lowest

order coupling terms are for "ie TE 2 0 and TE02 modes. Formulas

for the TE1 0 (and TE 0 i) coupling terms as a function of tranrsverse

and angular misaligunients are given. These formulh.s Are useful for

determining mechanical positioning tolerances necessary in given filter

designs.

Experimental coupling-coefficient data are given for the axial

orientation. Coupling coefficient versus center-to-center spacing %,as

measured for a pair of dielectric disks in two different sizes of square

tubing. Excellent agreement was found with curves computed from the

coupling-coefficient formula.

An experimental investigation is described of loop and probe

coupling to the end resonators of a series of transverse-oriented cou-

pied diel' ctric resonators. Principal attention is given in this report

to the case of two disks with end couplings adjusted to yield maximally

flat response. X dissymmetry of the upper and lower stop bands• was

observed, and was found to be strongly affected !v the end cutl i'ng

elements. Filter response curves ate given for various loop and probf

designs, showing large differences in the stop-band behavivr. W%.ith
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One coupling configuration using probes, "infinite" rejection peaks ap-

peared in both stop bands. This effect is attributed to direzt probe-to-

probe coupling bridging the signal path through the coupled dielectric

resunators. A formula is derived for the external Q of a disk resona-

tor coupled to a loop, and approximate expetiimental agreement is

shown.
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SECTION III

CONFERENCES AND PUBLICATIONS

The peried of this program has been extended by one year. Bý

mutual agreement of USAERDL and Rantec Corporation, the fourth

quarterly report will cover the investigation interval 1 April to ? I

August 1964.

On September 30 and October 1, 1964, a conference was held at
Rantec Corporat.ion to discuss work completed during the fourth quarter
of the program and plans for the second year. Attending the conference

were Mr. E. A. Mariani of USAERDL, and Dr. S. B. Cohn and Mr.

E. N. Torgow of Rantec Corporation.

On September 10, 1964, Dr. S. B. Cohn presnted a paper

covering some of the work on this program at the Internation.tl Con-
ference on Microwaves, Circuit Theory, and Information Theory,

Tokyo, Japan. The title of the paper was "Recent De.tlopu tents in

Microwave Filters and Related Circuits".
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SECTION IV

FACTUAL DATA

1. Introduction

The First Quarterly ReportI discusses the nature of dielectric

resonators and describes how such resonators may be used in micro-

wave filters. The introduction to that report should be consulted for

background information, and for a discussion of ptoblems to be solved

before dielectric resonators can be used in practice.

2.3

Earlier reports"' on this program have been concerned with

dielectric disk resonators in a transverse orientation; that is, with

their axes transverse to the axis of the surrounding cut-off waveguide.

Another arrangement is that of axial orientation, in w.ich the axes of

the resonators and waveguide are co-linear. 1 he axial orientation Is

interesting because it permitir a more compact assembly than trans-

verse orientation. Also, it appears to lend itself to practical assembly

techniques, especially when round disks are used in a round waveguide.

An analysis is given of coupling betveen disks in the axial con-

figuration. The treatment is similar to that for transverse orientation.

As in the previous analysis, the coupling coefficient is equal to a-n in-

finite series of terms for the various excited modes. In this case, the

TE 1 0 , TE01, and TEi modes in rectangular waveguide do not couple

to the resonators. The lowest-order coupling modes are the TE,,, antd

TE 0o. The infinite series in the formula for coupling coefficient con-

verges fairly rapidly and is quite covenient for P-esign parposes. In

conjunr.ction with this analysis. measurements of coupling c.,effi ten

in the axial orientation were made. T',e agreement between tiwe,,r a:,d

experinment was remarikably good, generally being within 5 prrcunt.



Several two-resonator band-opass filters (transverse orientation)

were described in the Third Quarterly Report. The coupliy-g coeffi-

cients, as determined from the measured pas,-band responses of the

filters, agreed closely with the theoretical and experimental values

determined earlier. It was noted, however, that the response charac-

teristics of the dielectric -resonator filters were assymmetric outside

of the filter pass bands. The primary source of this assymmetry was

ascribed to the characteristics of the input and output coupling ele-

ments, which were large, short-circuited loops aligned with their axes

parallel to-the axes of the dielectric resonators. During tue fourth

quarter an experimental study was made to determine the factors lead-

ing to assymmnetric response, and to determine techniques for over-

coming this effect. Various loop shapes were investigated, and also

probes were used. In addition to achieving improved symmetry. se-

veral interesting effects were noticed, such as infinit, rejection points

appearmig in the stop bands under certain conditions. This report also

gives an analysis of loop coupling to the end resonators o -a filter, and

approximate correlation with experimental data. The formula, while

not exact, is ustful for filter design applications.

2. Analysis of Coupling Coefficient - Axial Orientation

In the Second and Third Quarterly Reporto a formula was de-

rived for the coupling coefficient between resonant dielectric disks

spaced along the cente; line of a waveguide for the case of the disk

axes in the transverse x direction. Another important case is that of

the disk axes in the longitudinal z direction; that ij, the axes of the

disks and waveguide co-linear, as shown in Figure 2- 1. An analysis

of this axial cotfiguration in rectangular waveguide is given below, and

computed coupling-coefficient values are shown to agree very well with

measured points. The case of axial configuration in circular waveguide

will be treated in the next report.



In the Second Quarterly
Report. the follewvin- eneral for-

U Uz ula is derived for the coupling

0 coefficient between a pair of iden-

tical resonant magnetic dipoles in

Figure 2,-1. Dielectric Disk Reso- either a parallel or co-linear
nators Axially Oriented in a Square configuration:
or Rectangular Cut-Off Waveguide o

"• ?in I

where mI and WV are the magnetic dipole moment and stored energy,ml

respectively, of the first dipole when energized at its resonant frequen-

cy, and H is the magnetic field at the second dipole due to the first

dipole. As discussed previously, the external field of a disk-shaped

dieX.'ctric resonator (D/L> 1) in its lowest-order mode of resonance

resembles that of a magnetic dipole directed along the axis of the disk.

Thus Eq. 2-1 May be used to compute the coupling coefficient between

such resonators.

The analysi-s will apply to resonators locatOed at any piunt x, v

in the wa -guide cross section, but will be t -rticularized fr 0 .e

center-line case (x _ ai2, y - b/21. Far axial orientation, ,;I•s IiI

the z-directi- -_. Therefore, the component of H1, yieldini c.-i-i:-. is

H z. Only TE modes contribute to coupling, since 1I 0 ,u tr-fi:i-

tion for TM - modes.inn

The Second Quarterly Report- gives ffarinuials is r thi7- : at-

ized magnetic field components h and I. h i the Tl n-'- -.-
xiTe dn V 1s

The corresponding h -m component is

h ~zmn u

h JdV'f



where 8 is defined as follows
mn

6nin 2. mi e , n k I

The other symbols in Eq. 2-2 are defined on pages 9 and 10 of the

Second Quarterly Report.

The total field H2 at the second magnetic dipole is expressed

in terms of the normalized hmn components as follows (see Second

Quarterly Report, page 29)

- a" - e mn ( -3
H2 z amn hzmne 2-3)

in,n

where amn are amplitude factors related to the momeut of the first
magnetic dipole located at z - 0. Equations 3-43 and 3-38 of the

Second Quas-terly Report give

-a h m !(-4)

mn T 0 zmn

It is immediately apparent from Eq. 2-2 that only TEm modesmn

of even orders contribute to H at x = a/Z and y ý b/2. Thus, the sig-

nificant orders are mn 2,0; 0.2,; 2,2; 4,0; 0,4; 4,2; 2,4; 4,4, etc.

In the general case of arbitrary location of Lse resonator in the cross

section, TEnin modes of all orders would be significant.

Equations 2-1 and 2-4 assume mI to ue concentrated at a point.

However, in the dielectric resonator, mi is actually distribLtcd over
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tut volume of the disk. Inspection of Eq. 2-2 shows that h has
a considerable variation in the plane of the disk, as a result of the

cos (mnlx/a) cosi (ry/b) factor, especially for the higher ,r.-des. Thus,

Eqs. 2-1 and Z-4 should be rewritten in this manner,

kae i jJh -- (x, y - mI dv (2-3)

m, n

imn 2 1 zmn(x,y) e m z

where min is the z component of the volume density of magnetic dipole

moment, and integration is performed over the disk area and the axial

length, z = -LIZ to LIZ. Note that

m -ý- jlm"dv

When Eqs. 2-5 and 2-6 are combined, one obtains

2WP -k a - V e M hzn, y) e MI.' dv (2-7)

m Im
in, a

Now consider the fact that In" is a symmetrical functiotn of z alinit the

central plane of the disk. Also note that e is approximately

linear in the z = -L/Z to LIZ range, when L is small. Hence the vol-

ume integral may be replaced by the following surface integral over

the central lilane of the disk

h Jhh Ox, y) in'd dS

where the area density m, is related to in 1 by m.1 (fin', dS. Thu-s



k ;jh 2 (x' Y) inj , (2-8

This may be written as

k u- m_-- K (2-9)

where hzmn is evaluated at the center of the disk, and Kmn is defined

as follows:

K n hRmn 10)

ffh (x, ymmj 2dS

h\-- 1
\1 (2-11 )

Thes•urntation is over m •0, 2, 4, 6, --- andn zO, 2, 4, 6.---,
but does not inclu~le the simultaneous combination m = 0, n = 0, since
the TE0 0 mode dOes not exist in a metal-wailed waveguide.

The first factOr in Eq. 2-12, 9m2!w is a function only

In',

of the geometry of the dielectric resonator and its C value. It 4 s

evaluated in the Second Quarterly Report, pages 31 to 33, for t.c case

of the fundamental mode in a disk (D/L > I)- To a gdoo approximation.
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2
e (xy) (I in (-8)

m, n

This may be written as

k -= - (hZin) 2 Km e (3-)

where hI is evaluated at the center of the disk, and Kmn is defined

as follows:

K~ :[J~zmnn (x'y m 3l dS (-0

h 3-JJjjn- 2- dS

ffiijlf (. ) n'IzdS

Substitute Eq. 2-2 in Eq. 2-9

42~co 6 KsMn ;.1

1w ~r OS1kcmn 6mnmJ tnn -e 2-13)

The summation is over m=0, 2, 4, 6,.-- andn : 0, 2,4,6, 4 ,-

but does not include the simultaneous comb.ination i = 0, n = 0. since

the TE0 0 mode does not exist in a metalzwalled waveguide.

The first factor in Eq. 2-12, %Lom,2 /2Wm 1V is a function only

of the geometry of the dielectric resonator and its Cr value. It is

evaluated in the Second Quarterly Report, pages 31 to 33, for the case

of the fundamental mode in a disk (bdL > I). To a good approximation,

-10-



a 0. 2 0 9Z7D 4 Lcr
Pi - 0.iZS L/Ds0.7 (2-13)

0

This is Within *2%/ of a more complicated formula for "omtI /Wnil
which also is derived in the Second Quarterly Report. Figure 3-5 of

the Second Quarterly Report gives a plot of the error versus LID,

which mayj be Applied to E4. 2-03 as a correction factor, if desired.

Equation 2-12 will now be particularized for the case of disks

located on the central aXis of a square waveguide. Thus b = a,

x y a/Z, and terms of the summation for mn and n,m are equal.

(For example, the TE20 and TE02 modes yield equal terms.) Remem-

bering the definition of 6mn' we may rewrite Eq. 2-12 as follows.

"1 12in - Ke 
(e

(m ccmn mn (2-14)

rmm

m = 0, Z, 4, 6, 8. .

Equation Z-10 for K will now be evaluazed. Since m' occurs

to the same power in both the numerator and denominator, only a rela-

tive value is needed. The magnetic dipole monment per unit area is

proportional to the magnetic flux per unit area in the central plane of

the disk. That is,

f m z C.Bi- - HI

the field dlistribution in the dielectric disk will be assumel to be that

of the second-order solution treated in the First Quarterly Report.

-I1-



Thus

In1  crH IVD r 0t / ( - 15)

where p0 1  2. 405 for the fundamental circular-electric mode. Note

that H1 2 ý 0 on the circumference of the disk, as is required by the

magnetic-wail cylindrical boundary used in the second-order solution.

Substitute Eqs. 2-2 and 2-15 in Eq. 2-10, With hzmn evaluated

at the center of the cross section.

0 ~v X- nw )T POI r dr dO

[go(fjK)Cs-r o W (2-16)

(2p r) r dr dO

,n,n=0, 2. 4. 6,.

The integral in the denominator will be evaluated first

2* D /Z /3p 0 1 r D /2 -p0 ir

1DJ J - d J Jr
00 0

-27pol J lPol! (2-17)

where use was made of4

fu J 0 (u) du i u J j I(Uj Z-1B)

The integral in the numerator will now be treated. As shown

s;n Figure 2-2, the coordinates x and y are related to r and 0 by

-12-



Va
a + r casi

Figure 2-2. Coordinate System

in Rectangular Waveguide Cross
Section Then, because m and nj= 0, 2, 4,..

o. am airy 1-,o(n+n)f2 / mros0 °(nir in
COB-COB 2 - -- l-) COB,(Erd1 COB E i

a a ba
(Z-Z0)

The factor (-1) (m+n)/Z = *1 can be ignored, since the integral is

squared in Eq. 2-16. Thus the numerator integral may be written

2t DlIZ

'n f C o s h a* r e c o (l ! Ž Q -O s o ( 2p0 1r
0 0 12Z)

P1 (nirrSinj \ 2p 1

CoI Mr cos cos nw- sn- 0 ) dj y-*p--,\ r dr.ý 0 (Z-zz)

The inner integration can be performed with respect to & by means of

the following formula
4

'V

Jcos (u sin 0) dO - Tr 3 (U) (2-23)

0

First, howe-vr, certain substitutions dtr- nuvecessary. Bt-cause of the

following identity
I')

cos A cos B a cos (A + B) + cos (A - B) (2-24)

-13-



we may write

a a bI

Now let

_cos 4) n sine C sinO(e*)

--C sinc c os 0±C cosc €sine 0 -26)

Therefore

(nur Crcos c

and

cmn

Aiso let

0- 0 +CO, d+' - dO

(2-28)

*do" --dO

-!4sn-cs*coCgnO (-6



The inner integral of Eq. 2-,2 can now be given as

Zwr+c 21T c

1Z l
S Cos sin e'1dO' +i dos ' sin e, d"

J cmn 1 cmnc -c (-g

These tWo integrals are equal, since the range of integration in each

case is Z,, or one period. Therefore, the inner integrai of Eq. 2-22
is equal to

Cos (xjr --n d (2-30)

0

- Zr
Equation 2-23 can now be applied, recognizing that j J. The inner

integral is thus equal to

Substitute this in Eq. 2-22 to obtain the numerator integral in the fol-

lowing form:
D12

¼ iz r J r rk j 0sQr1 (2-32)

This can be integrated by means of4

=n Jn(au) J 1 (Su) - an Ji(:u) J(±u)
u J (Cu) i n(-u- du n ... . 2 2 -- (2-33)

Let u = r, n = 0, J -I -Jl 2a Z i\cmn, Zp0 1/D, and Jo(p0 1) 0.
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Then

Zi-rp 1J (pol)
S. .. (2-34)

Substitute Eqs. 2-17 and 2-34 into Eq. 2-16 to obtain

12

K m L - -J i & ) 1 X 
-3 5

Where P 0 1  2.405.

Finally, coupling-coefficient values may be computed from Eq.

2-14, utilizing Eqs. Z-13, 2-35, and the following:.

a+iLc inn () 2  (j(-36)

2n cmn c

In the next section, Eq. Z-14 is used to compute coupling-

coefficient-versus-spacing curved for two sets of practical parameters.

In each case excellent experimental agreemrent is found.

Residual TE 10 -Mode Coupling

The TE 1 0 and TE 0 , coupling terms are zero in Eq. 2-14 only

if the resonators are perfectly aligned on the central axis -)f the

-16-



waveguide. Weak coupling by these modes can occur if the resonators

are slightly off center, or are tilted with respect to the waveguide axis.

For close spacings of the misaligned resonators, the Th 1 0 "td TE•,

terms will be negligible compared to the higher-order terms in Eq.

2-14, but for wide spacing they will become significant and even pre-

dominate, since their attenuation constants are about half that of the

TE2 0 and TEo0 modes.

Two cises of misalignmiient are considered. These will permit

evaluation of the tolerances necessary for Eq. Z- 14 to be valid.

a. Resonators Off-Center

Let the resonators be off center by xI or -x 1 . Then

x (2-38)

Equation 2-12 reduces to the following for the m , 1, n ý 0 term. (The

distribution factor K1 0 is assumed equal to I for simplicity.)

10  2m 1/ab (2-39)

This expression applies to resonators displaced in the same direction.

For small displacements of the resonators in opposite directions, it

can be showy. that the TEo1 0 -mode coupling is the negative of the value

given in Eq. 2-39.

b. Resonators Tilted from the z AIxis

Let the resi.-tor axes be at angle . or -ov;ith respect

to the z-axis in the x, z plane. Then

-17-



mix m- m sin y (2-40)

The TE 1 0 coupling term is obtained as follows from Eq. 2-28 of the

2

Second Quarterly Report2

k10 = (& )-ib--- 0 e 0 (2-41)

In this case the + sign applies to tilting in the Same direction and the

- Sign to tilting in opposite directions.

c. Combinations of Misalignments

Coupling can occur if one resonator is displaced and the

other tilted, or if combinations of these misalignments occur. Also,

coupling can occur If the displacements and tilts are in other than the

x-y plane. Equations 2-39 and 2-41 are sufficient, howevcr, for esti-

mating misalignment effects. Other possible cases will be of the same

order of magnitude, and hence will not be treated in detail.

3. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Coupling
Coefficients - Axia.. Orientation

Coupling measurements were made on a pair of identical

dielectric-disk resonators on two sizes of cut-off square waveguide.

The configuration is as shown in Figure 2-1. Parameters of the disks

are D - 0. 393 inch, L -- 0. 160 inch, and er = 97. 6. 1he waveguide

dimensions are 0. 625 inch and 0. 995 inch. The measurement tech-

nique is as discussed in the Second Quarterly Report, pages 34 - 37,

except for the axial orientation in the present case.

-18-



__ Figure 3-1 shows theorr-

r--0- ical curves and measured coupling-

005 - coefficient points piutted versus

. center-to-center spacing. The

002 .theoretical curves are seen to

agree with the experimental data

extremely well. The various

0 measured points are within 5 per-

0003 ~--i cent of theoretical, except for two
oM -;.-•-- - at large spacing that deviate by

about 6 to 8 percent. Since these

______ 2 points are for weak coupling, it

I 0 0 J is likely that the error is due to
0 a2 S 04 O 5 04 07 of 09

Stonny residual TE. o coupling. This

Figre 3-1. Comparison of Theo- possibility is supported by cal4
retical and Fxperimental Coupling culated values at the end of this
Coefficient Data for Dielectric Disks

in the Axial Orientation Waveguide section.

The curves in Figure 3-1 were computed from Eq. 2-14 with

the aid f, Eqs. 2-13, 2-35, 2-36, and 2-37. The parameters for tle

two curves are as follows:

Curve I Curve 2

a b ± 0. 625 inch a b 0 0. 995 inch

f z3485 Mc f £ 3365 Mc
0 0
"jOm1 2 /m M 0.0302 Ojomz 2 /2WM! 0.0281

The above f£ values are measured center irequencies, and are virtually
0

independent of spacing.

In computing the coupling coefficient, significant anode terms

are as indicated by x in the tables that follow. C mtributiojn of terms

-19-



for other modes amount to less than 0. 5 percent of each coupling-

coefficient value.

Curve I

Mode s, inch

Inn 0.3 0.35 0._ 0 0.6 0.71 O.

20 x x x x x x

22 x x x x x x x

40 x x x

Curve UI

Mode . s. inch

ma 0.3 O.35 0.4 0.5 0.6 0_7 0.8

20 x x x x itx x

22 x x x x 3 c x

40 x x x it x x x

42 x x x x x x x

44 x x ix

60 x x

62 x x

64 x

it is clear from these tables that convergence of the infinite series in

£q. 2-1 4 is rapid except for very close spacing. The more rapid con-

vergence of the series in the case of Curve I results not only from the

higher value:, of the attenuation constants in the smaller waveguide, but

also from zne fact that Kmn decreases more rapidly with m and n when

a given resonator is placed in a smaller waveguide.

Misalignment effects will now be computed to determine the

efiect of TE 1 0 -mode coupling in the above cases, First assume the

resonators to be displaced by x1I z ±0. 05a. By Eq. 2-39,

-20-



k *0. 00265e" 60S (a -b 0-. 995 inch)

k to +0 .0&102e6-4 7 0s, (a - b 0. 625 inch)

At s 0.8 inch, for example,

kl t *0. 000331, (a Z b 0.995 inch)

k 1O :t0. 000237, (a z b 0. 625 inch)

Next assume the resonators to be tilted by y *5°. Equation

2-41 gives

ki o *0. 00562e-" 606. (a b 0 0. 995 inch)

4.70skl. *0. 00276e" , (a b = 0.-625 inch)

and at s = 0.8 inch,

kt0 = ±0. 0000703, (a - b - 0. 995 iqch)

kl0 0 ±O. 0000642, (a b - 0.625 inchl

It is evident from the above examples that the minor discrepan-

cies at the weak-coupling points in Figure 3 I ar- explainable in ternms

of tnisalignments. An additional factor is possiL.le accentuation of

TEIO iode coupling due to the tuning screx% utilized in obtaining synt-h-

ronous tuning of the resonator pair.

-z1-



4. Coupling of Dielectric Resonators to External Lines

a. Experimental Investigation of Coupling Techniques

The insertion Loss response 6f a two-dielectric-resonator
filter, in which the end coupling w•s accoaiplished by means of large,

shorti-circuited loops, is shown as Curve I of Figure 4-1. A consider-

able degree of assymmetry is evident in this curve. Several experi-
rments were conducted during the fourth quarter in order to isolate the

cause of the assymmetric response. During the course of these meas-

urements, the distance between

resonators was held cbnstant and

- r the input and output couplings
were adjusted to yield a maxi-

' Ui mally flat response.

mof i|•M "V zTo determine the degree:
_ , I/ |/f to which direct coupling between

1ij 4' input And output loops affected
20 JI]J••JJJ lr the resosonse characteristics,

"two rods were introduced into

--• Ithe filter structure. These rods

. . were located adjacent to each{{~{ 'resonator and perpendicular to,

the plane of the H-field, as
no .RViEr- shown in Figure 4-I. In tbhis

position, the rods have the least41J]ILeffect on the coupling between
.. .-- : - resonators and on the coupling

If' N' between each loop and the reso-

Figure 4- 1. Effect of End Couplings
onthe Response of a T-%o-Resonator nator adjacent to it. Therefore,
Filter differences in the filter charac-
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Leristics observed when the decoupling posts are introduced can be as-

cribed primarily to the reduction in coupling between the input and out-

put loops. Curve I1 of Figure 4-1 shows the band pass respnonse of the

two resonator filter s with the decoupling posts added. A slight narrow-

ing of the pass band was obser'ed, indicating that the posts did have a

slight effect upon the coupling between resonators. However, it is evi-

dent that the assymmetry was reduced. A third set of data was taken

With the decoupling posts removed, but with the loops terminated in an

open circuit. The resulting band-pfss characteristic, Curve II of

Figure 4-1. again exhibited an assymmetry, but the assymmetry is

reversed from that observed when the loops were short-circuited.

Thus, it appears that in addition to direct coupling, the transmission
line effects and the reactances associated with large loops are signifi-

cant sources of the assymmetries. the effect of these parameters will

be examined in greater detail in the following sections.

In addition to the use of a single large loop as a coupling

element between a dielectric resonator and its terminating line, several

other coupling elements were investigated. A single open-circuited
wire parallel to the resonator axis and a small short-circuited wire

loop whose axis was perpendicular to the axis of the resonator were

placed cise to the resonator. The absence of any dettctable coupling

verified that there were to Significant field components orthogonal to

the assumed resonator fields. Measurements of the coupling of multi-

turn loops (with loop axis parallel to resonator axis) indicated that a

two-turn loop coupled slightly more strongly to the resonator than a

single-turn loop, but a three turn loop of appraximately the janie diarz-

eter coupied more weakdy to the resonator. It 'as deduced that the in-

crease in the .eactance of the loop more tzuan uffset the inccreaie in- the

induced voltage in the loop (see Pare b).

A single-tuin loop with the plane of the loop parallel t,

and partially overlapping the flat surface of a resotator w; more
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weakly coupled to the resonator than was a non-overlapping loop. This

results from the fact that, in the former case, some ii_'. of flux lie

completely inside the loop and, therefore, do nut contribute to the cou-

pling. More lines of flux will link a loop that is tangent to the cylindri-

cal face of the resonator. Thus, it was observed that partially shaping

the 1o6 p so that it was in contact with the resonator over a section of

the cylinder (see Figure 4-2) increased the coupling. All of the loops

tused in these experiments were

constructed with 0. 040 to 0. 060

inch diame-ter wire. Therefore,

the reactance of the loops was

fairly high. The degree of cou-

pling obtained was fairly weak and

indicated that these loops were

Figure 4-2. Shaped Coupling Loop primarily suited to narrow-band-

filter coupling elements.

Simp±e probe coupling was found to be comparable to

loop coupling. A simple wire probe bent to be parallel to the electric

field lines in a resonator produced a measured value of external Q of

approxima*dy 3000 at a probe-to-resonator center spacing of approx-

.mately 0. 3 inch. A two resonator filter was constructed with probe

end couplings. The performance characteristics of this fitter are

shown in Figure 4-3. Curve I was obtained when both probes were

directed teward the same side of the waveguide axis. When one of the

probes was reversed so that the probes were on opposite sides of the

waveguide axis, the performance shown by Curve U was obtained. The

relative positions of the probes and resonators is shown in Figure 4-4.

The diiference between the two curves is a direct result of the phase

relationship betweer. a signal passing through the filter and a signal

coupled directly between the probes. For an even number ot resona-

tors, it can be shown that the same phas.. relationship exists between

-24-
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DIELECTRIc frequencies below the pass band.
RESONATORS

In this case, probe-to-probe cou-

7 pling Will cause the rejection to be

increased un one. side of the pass

band and decreased on the other

AXSside. The relative orientation ofWAEU AXIS

(a) ROBES ON OPPOSTE SItEs OF AxiS the coupling elements will determ
mine on which side of the pass

band the peak will occur. Of -

. course, as the number of reso-

Ir : nators is increased the spacing

between coupling elements also

S"inCreases and the direct coupling

decreases. Therefore, the amount
Ib) 0M SE SMIDE OF AIUS

by which the out-of-band rejection
Figure 4-4. Probe Coupling of
Dielectric-Resonator Filter is affected by direct coupling de-

creases, and the partial cancella-

tion or reinforceinelt of the rejection characteristic occurs at higher

insertion loss levels.

b. Coupling Between Resonators and Loops

Formulas lave been derived for the coupling coefficient

between adjacent dielectric resonators inside a waveguide beyond cut-

off. The case of cylindrical resonators in rectangular waveguide,

where the axes of the resonators are parallel to each other and normal

to the axis of the waveguide, was treated in the Second and Third Quar-

terly Reports. Elsewhere in this report the coupling coefficient between

resonators whose axes are aligned with the vaveguide axis is derived.

The resonant frequency and unloaded Q of dielectric resonators can be

readily determined from the dimensions of the resonator and its mate-

rial properties. Data have also been given for the effects of side walls
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upon these parameters. Thus, only one factor remains to be deter-

mined, the coupling of the end resonators to the terminating lines, in

order to completely specify a dielectric resonator filter.

In the preceding subsections,

several different techniques for end

VO coupling dielectric resonators to

coaxial lines were described. A

(a) DIELET flsOUgrop AMp wrQ &660 formula for loop coupling to a die -
lectici resonator inside a cut-off

rectangular waveguide, and with

the resonator axis normal to the
2 2R

7 waveguidt: axis, has been derived.

1b) DILEtR RSATOR flC tto. LooP Wft MMS

A- t IA dielectric resonator loop

vA- coupled to a terminating line is

shown in Figure 4-5a. If it is as-

cId £v•A1 c.mr FOR LOP sumed that the resonator 2s ener-

Figure 4-5. Equivalent Circuit for gized at its resonant frequency fq

Loop with a magnetic dipole moment m

directed out of the page, the

effect oi the wall can be determined by taking into account the images

of the resonator and loor as shown in Figure 4-Sb. The peak open cir-

cuited voltage induced in the loop is then given by:

2 V -z2 I da

(4-1)

2 Voc - jwtio j H * da jW.AH 2 A

Where H 2 is the mean value of H normal to the loop due t-, the dipole

moment mn at a distance s, and A is the area of the loop tf P'igu --e

4-5b (twice the area enclosed by the actual loop).
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If, as a first approximation. loose coupling is assumed

so that the impedance of the resonator seen by the loop at resonance is

small and the power dissipated in the resonator can be neglected, then

the external Q can be defited by the relation:

wWW
Gex (4-2)

where W is the stored energy in the resonator energized by mI, and
Pd is the energy dissipated in the external circuit. Rearesenting the

loop and external terminations by a series circuit, Figure 4-5c:

P I 2 R O I R (4-3)
Pd2 2 jR+jX 1

where R and X are the real and imaginary parts of the impedance seen

at the terminals of the induced voltage generator. The factor of 1/2

reduces the open circuited peak voltage to its RMS value.

Then

2WAYW (R' + X2 )
Oex z 14 Z Z

((4-4)

(H/ JA 2 R.Lom t j'± IO

From Eqs. 3-36, 3-52, of the Second Quarterly Report, and Eq. 2-29

of the Third Quiuterly Report, the factors:
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F--
ml

(4-5)
k(s) -- F

m 1

can be recognized where F is a factor that depends only upon the param-

eters of the resonator and

0. 971TD4lae
F 0 -92D L ; 0. 25 L/D S 0.7 (4-6)

0

for a cylindrical resonator. Furthermore. k(s) is the coupling coef-

ficient between identicai resonators, and both experimental and calcu-

lated values of k(s) have been given in previous reports for a number

of .,ses.

Thus

F RZ + XzF e-__- (4-7)
wetRA2

and as w0 is equal to 2367iX,

Qex 2V 2(4-8)Qe•-236,RAZ rk(.,)](4,

It can be seen from Eq. 4-i•. that the product Q ex

is independent of the spacing between the resonator and the coupling

loop. Therefore it would be expected that the experimentally deter-

mined values of Qe k(s)Y would approach this value for loose coupling,
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or whey proximity effects are mini-

h/2.o2 t rnal. This was confirmed by incas-.
lot urenments of Q of the rectangular

loop of Figure 4-6a coupled to a

.. . .. --- TOR~OtMHOPcylindrical dielectric resonator inHEMWr 0• ffteSMTORAO&TOF LOOP- 0.Z5"
THICKNESSP O LOWP CO•XIOCTO -.Ok a rectangular waveguide beyond

W. EXPERIMENlTAL LOOIP DIMENSIONS
cutoff. The results of thesees-

urements ate shown in Table 1. A

correction factor

SECTION A4 ex WexuAn zcorr meas
tV•l pa i, a go onus
(VALID FOR 2 was applied to account for the un-

M) A OXIMTE EQw AL&r CIKUZ loaded Q of the resonator alone.

Figure4-6. ExternalCoupling Loop The values of Psi] are experi-

mentally determined values as

given in the Second and Third Quarterly Reports. it can be seen that

Qex[k(sF2 does indeed approach an asymptote for large spacings.

In order to compare the values of QeJk(s)12 of Table I

with that t,.termined by Eq. 4-8. it it necessary that the values of

A and X. the real and ima.;inary parts of the impedance seen by the
induced voltage generator be known. Since the fields in the uieinity

of the loop are extremely complex, the self inductance cannot be ac-

curately determined. It can be seen from Eq. 4-8 that, if X is com-
parable in magnitude to, or larger than R, small errors in X can

produce large errors in Q-X.

A first approximation assumed that the resistanct seen

by the voltage generator was the 50-ohm terminating resistance and

the reactance was equal to one-half the inductance of a square loop
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(the actual l-oo pplus its image)- in- free- s-pace.• - fk(s)-2 computed- on

this basis was more than twice the asymptotic value given in Table 1.

To more accurately account for the presence of conduc-

ting walls in the vicinity of the -oupling loop, and for the transmission

line effects of a long loop, it was then assumed that the loop was a

length of tranxntission line with a voltage generator in series with the

line at its centet (See Figure 4-6b). The line was terminated at one end

by a short circuit and at the other eCd by a 50 ohm resistive load. The

characteristic impedance of this line was assumed to be that of a flat

thin strip Above ground. The lengths Z/2 should be corrected to account

for the input and terminating lengths of line. A correction factor should

also be applied to the characteristic impedance of the flat strip above

ground to take into account the stray capacitance between the strip and

the side- and top-walls of the cut-off waveguide. There is no direct

analytical method for evaluating these correction factors. The depend-

ence of the factor Q [ek(s)] 2 upon small variations in these parameters

can be fairly critical as shown in TAble 11. The coupling parameter has

been computed for a length of Vne 0.2 inch on each side of the voltage

generator and for cc. .ected lengths of 0. 25 and 0.3 inch. it can read

ily be seen that a 0. 050 inch variation in length has a significant effect

upon the computation of end coupling. Similarly, the last two rows of

Table II, which assumed hmpedance correction factors of 14", and 20%,

demonstrates the critical dependence of the coupling upon the impedanct

parameter.

The assumption was made in the derivation of Eq 4-6

that the magnetic field across the loop was constant and equhi to the

field at the center of the loop (including its i.mage). This -1,ppr ,:in-

tion is more accurate for a circular loop than for the rectan._.uiar loop

being considered here, If the actual H field variation for i TE 1•" node

in a waveguide beyond cutoff is substituted in Eq 4-1 the open circuit
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TAB-LE9 L

Center-to-Center ex ex rted
Spacing(s) inch Meas corrected L(S Qex(s)

0.4 85. 3 86.3 0.0039 0.338

.46 130.6 133 .0024 .314

.50 203 409 .0016 .334

.57 355 376 .00078 .294

.63 572 62b .000470 .295

.70 1004- 1i81 .000256 .305

.81 1905 2700 .0000 i 1 .296

.97 3933 9940 .00003 .298

cor'rected
meas u

Qu -6500

TABLE -11

1/2 ZL f R x- [keV~Y I~eL~is'
inch ohms ohms ohms - corrected

0.2 114.2 54.8 69.4 0.318 0.254

.25 114.Z 57 88.5 .434 .346

.3 114.2 60.5 108 .564 .451

.3 92.2 59 82 .385 .300

.3 100 60 90 0 . .434 .346

f 3070 Mc, X 3.85 inches
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voltage determined- on- the- basias of a- U,.iorm- H- field distribution must

be corrected by the multiplying factor (sinh o.h/Z)/(ah/2), where a is

the attenuation of the cut-off TEo mode in nopers/unit length and h/2

is the height of the loop above the end wall. For the loop of Figure 4-6,

the correction factor reduces Qex by 25%. This corre is shown in

the right-hand column of TaLle H.

It can be assumed that small displacements of the die-

lectric resonator with respect to the ioop, in a direction transverse to

the waveguide axis and perpendicular to the axis of the resonator, would
caUse very smnall changes in the mkagnetic field intensity over the loop

area. Furthermore, any change in magnetic field intensity would be

symimetrical about the axis of the waveguide. Scme effects would be

expected as a result of the movement of the equivalent induced voltage

generator of Figure 4-6b -toward, or away foom, the short circuited end

of the loop. The variation in Qe for a lateral displacement of the die-
es

lectric resonator was computed for an assumed loop impedance of 100

ohms and a loop effective length of £ 0. 6 inch. The measured values

of k(s) given in the Second Quarterly Report were used in these calcu-

lations. The calculations are compared to measured values in Figure

4-7, for the case of the dielectric resonator tangent to the loop (center-

to-center spacing of 0. 4 inch). It can be seen that the actual variation

in Qx is significantly greater than was predicted by the computations.
-X

The coupling is considerably weaker when the resonator is displaced

toward the input end of the loop and stronger when displaced toward the

short-circuited end of the loop.

It can be seen from Figure 4-7, that the stray electric

field of a dielecrric resonator, energized as shown, produces. a: elec-

tric field between the loop and ground in one direction near the shorted

end of the Loop and in the opposite direction at the input ei.3 of the loop.

-33-
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When the resonator is centered
with respect to the .Oop, these

components of electric field are

... - approximately equal and the cou-

pling is entirely due to the mag-

- -o - netic field in the resonator. It

can be deduced from the measured

0" -- lata that the electric coupling tends

I to increase the coupling when the

A .UEO -esonator is positioned near the
t• - short circuited end of the loop

wb -e maximum magnetic field

coupling occurs. When the reso-

nator is displaced away from the

J I 4 . shorted end of the loop, where the
*1 (k a 04 as *A 07

LIM•• , gummagnetic field coupling is weaker,

figure 4-7. Variation Of Qex with the electric field coupling tends to

Lateral Displacement of Resonator counteract the magnetic field cou-

pling resulting in a significant

decrease in the total coupling between loop and resonator.

Thus it has been demonstrated that the coupling between

a dielectric resonator and a loop is critically dependent upon the size,

shape, and position of the loop, both with respect to the resonator and

with respect to the cut-off waveguide houslng. From the steepness of

the curves for k(s) as a function of s, it can also be seen that small

errors in s will produce substaritial errors in the valute of Q ex The

error here is greater than in the case of c., ipling between two reso-

nators, since Qex is inversely proportional to -k(s)j 2 . Thus the design

of coupling loops for dielectric resonators must be somewhat empirical.

This is entirely analogous to the design of loops in cavity-resonator
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filters, where prne range of adjustment of loop size or position is

generally provided, and the adjustment is made such that the pre-

scribed filter performance is achieved.

Design formulas, such as that given by iq. 4-8 are val-

uabie in that:

1. The approximate 0ize and position of a coupling

loop can be determined for a specified degree of

coupling; and

Z. Variations in coupling as a result of changes in

the position or shape of a coupling loop can be

predicted. It has also been shown that relatively

large coupling loops are required for use with

dielectric resonators to realize filters exhibiting

fairly narrow (up to approximately 2%) bandwidths.
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SECTION V

"CONCLUSIONS

The axial arrangement of dielectric disk resonators has several

promising properties compared to the previously analyzed transverse

arrangement: (1) larger coupling values can be achieved; (2) a given
number of resoators can be packed into a smaller volume; and (3) a

practical, rugged structure canr be i !adily constructed, especially with

circular disks in a cut-off circular waveguide. The coupling-coefficient

formula derived for this orientation gives excellent agreement with ex-

perimental data.

The problem of loop or probe coupling to the end dielectric reso-

nators of a band-pass filter is too complex for precise analysis. Rough

agreement was found between experimental data and i formula for the

external Q of an end resonator (transverse orientation) coupled to a

loop, but it is clear that empirical adjustment would be necessary in

a given filter design. This fact is not unexpected, however, since ad-

justability of loop or probe couplings is generally necessary in conven-

tional coaxial or waveguide-cavity filters having coaxial terminations.
The shape of the stop-band skirts is especially dependent on the nature

of the loops or probes. "his behavior is partly due to the equivalent

circuit 3f the coupling element and partly due to coupling beyond the

adjacent resonator to the second resonator and to the output loop or
prvbe. With probe coupling, "infinite" rejection points could be

achieved in both stop bands. This was attributed to a secondary sig-

nal path directly between the pr.)bes.
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SECTION VI

PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL

The axial-orientation analysis will be extended to the case of

a circular cut-off waveguide surrounding the dielectric disks. An ap-

proximate formula will be derived for end-loop coupling for this geoni-

etry. Experimental data will be obtained for comparison. Applicability

of the axial orientation to medium- ý id wide-band filters will be inves-

tigated.

An experimental and theoretical study will be started on band-

rejection-filter configurations.

The study of metal-wall proximity effects on Q and f of dielec-0

tric resonators will be extended and completed.
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